
HOW CULTURE AFFECTS YOUR BUSINESS

The influence of cultural factors on business is extensive. Culture impacts how employees are best managed based on
their values and priorities. It also impacts .

Do they prefer titles and surnames or is being on the first-name basis acceptable? Some cultures have a very
strong sense of nationalism and government pride, and therefore, are more comfortable and willing to
purchase from companies with some sort of government backing. However, it is always best to be considerate.
Accelerate Your Career Take your hospitality and business knowledge to the next level. From Mexico City to
Buenos Airesâ€”whether in business or as a part of the vibrant societyâ€”the history and culture of Latin
America continues to have deep and meaningful impact on people throughout Latin America. A suggestion
would be that when you are visiting, working or living in a country that you spend some time observing
people. There might be a pat on the back, an arm around the shoulder, or touch on the upper arm. Likewise, all
of the other categories listed above will also play a role in how you relate to others of different cultures.
Whether or not those in junior or middle-management positions feel comfortable speaking up in meetings,
questioning senior decisions, or expressing a differing opinion can be dictated by cultural norms. Be aware
that probably no one likes individuals who are loud, aggressive, and offensive. When a customer enters a
coffee shop, for example, the barista will likely greet and ask them what they'd like to order. They may be
placed on a Board of Directors or have a position in the company even though they may have formally retired.
Recognizing and understanding how culture affects international business in three core areas: communication,
etiquette, and organizational hierarchy can help you to avoid misunderstandings with colleagues and clients
from abroad and excel in a globalized business environment. While some may consider working long hours a
sign of commitment and achievement, others may consider these extra hours a demonstration of a lack of
efficiency or the deprioritization of essential family or personal time. Be sensitive to various religions that
forbid alcohol. Table manners also differ. For instance, in Japan and Austria, men usually are in control of
decision making, but women make the majority of purchasing decisions in Sweden. In the hospitality industry,
informal business communication is often emphasized because of its ability to connect with customers and
guests on a more personal level. Many Spanish cultures have longer lunch breaks than Americans are
accustomed to, which means there may be a two- to three-hour time period during the day in which the person
you would like to meet with is unavailable. It is also important to reciprocate if you can with compliments,
favors, hospitality, etc. Many people unfamiliar with Latin American customs, especially those from highly
time-conscious countries like the United States, Canada, and those in Northern Europe, can find the lack of
punctuality and more fluid view of time frustrating. What might be commonplace in your culture â€” be it a
firm handshake, making direct eye contact, or kiss on the cheek â€” could be unusual or even offensive to a
foreign colleague or client. If you are working for a small or entrepreneurial company, what are some of the
challenges you may face when trying to do business in a new country? However, in other countries, this is not
the case. Research the Target Audience When launching a marketing campaign or advertising to members of a
different culture, always research the target market prior to beginning the campaign. They may not be included
in decision-making. This environment encourages everyone to strive for excellence. For instance, while the
Finns may value directness and brevity, professionals from India can be more indirect and nuanced in their
communication. Again, observe how others dress to give you a better idea of what is the status quo. Your
facial expressions and gestures help convey the message. However, if a country has a particular sports defeat
or if the historical discussion becomes political, be sensitive to the conversation. For instance, just because
you schedule a conference call for the middle of the business day does not mean that the time will be favorable
for the people you are conducting business with. Nevertheless, entrepreneurs can face challenges in starting to
do business in nations whose cultures require introductions or place more value on large, prestigious,
brand-name firms. Global standards recognize a suit and button-down shirt for men with an optional tie.


